More Flippin’ Games
by Ucaoimhu

In this puzzle, half the Across clues must each switch a word with a Down clue. For the six remaining clues, read the nth letter of the nth such clue to see another means by which these changes might be performed, and by which the nonoverlapping parts of the “1”s might also be switched.

ACROSS AND DOWN
1. “Very bad choice” ultimately describes a grand word on a game box (7)

ACROSS
5. Online ad initially portraying steer and whelp appears with no lag (3-2)
8. Was a lie perhaps ensnaring a perverse Spanish king with many sheets? (7)
9. Tin vessel that sent out birds that would caw, and Lee, and a Carrollian creature (5)
10. Consumed liquid that is inside of art studio (7)
11. Bits on the outside of scandalous places where soldiers dine topless (5)
12. Tip about famous tyrannosaur biting brontosaur’s tail is confirmed (7)

DOWN
2. Archenemy finally put in sensors that optically detect subject’s affectedly shy quality (7)

3. That woman holds up a train with one person that is not going to Chi (7)
4. Tidied up poem about radical communist (7)
5. Binder displays what “coo” signifies to Kathryn Iacocca Hentz and Jeanne D’Arc, for example (5)
6. Items essential to expert CEO atop Capone’s rings (5)
7. Muttered about Max’s dogs (5)